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                       INTERNATIONAL COMANCHE SOCIETY AU TRIBE 

   

                            HAY / MUNGO LODGE FLY-IN 11TH – 13TH MARCH 2011 

I was beginning to think it was getting a little difficult to find a new, interesting and accessible place to take fellow Comanche 

pilots, their partners and friends but not only did Jeff & Ken find one place they found two places and combined them to give us 

another great Comanche Flyin Weekend.       Friday afternoon and night in Hay, a well know country town in NSW followed by 

Mungo Lodge on the edge of the Arumpo National Park NSW. for the Saturday afternoon and into Sunday.  

Friday 11
th

 March 2011                                                          

        By all reports the weather conditions from all directions were very 

favourable and one by one seven Comanche and three Pseudo aircraft 

landed with kamikaze insects impaled on all leading edges.    From 

the air the land was green, lush and barely recognisable from the 

“wide brown land” we have become accustomed to seeing .  The 

more than heavy recent rain that has been dropped over most of 

the eastern states has resulted in the land springing back into life 

at an almost aggressive rate. More than aggressive were the 

grasshoppers, mozzies and other biting flying and crawling 

insects that have descended enmasse.   Could you really blame 

our pilot lining up on a farmers neatly growing crops before our 

co-pilot remarked we still had five N.Miles to run. 

 By Friday afternoon most of our aircraft were in the air converging in on Hay, located in the Riverina, on 

the banks of the Murrumbidgee River and surrounded by the vast grasslands of One Tree Plain. Hay was established in 1859 and 

was named after pastoralist and politician Sir John Hay. In 1877 Cobb & Co started a coach factory while during World War ll, 

internment and POW camps were set up in the town for Italian and Japanese prisoners. Now a days Hay is at the centre of what 

is generally regarded as one of the best wool growing merino regions in Australia with some 26 studs found on the Riverina 

Plains. With the need to diversify agricultural operation to operate sustainably, the sheep meat industry has grown, mainly in 

response to the depressed wool prices of the last decade.     The beef cattle industry in the Hay area has increased over the years 

with cattle bred in the area for meat which has led to an increase in the number of feedlots in the Hay Area. 

A wide variety of fruit and vegetables are grown, picked and 

packaged in Hay with lettuce, pumpkins, tomatoes, garlic, 

corn, rockmelons/watermelons and broccoli among them. 

The Hay area is virtually the "cradle of irrigation" on the 

Murrumbidgee River. Irrigated crops grown around the Hay 

area are maize, cotton, wheat, oats, barley, cereal rye, 

grain sorghum, sunflowers, soya beans, rapeseed, large 

seeds, legumes and rice 

 

Catching up in the clubroom over a cuppa and a birthday 

cake for Vicki’s special day we greeted old mates and welcomed a few new 

faces.  After a short bus trip and a quick check in at the Motel Hay & Outback Quarters we took the walk across 

the very wide Cobb Highway to the Hotel Hay for a BBQ dinner where the last of our group caught up.  Chattering well into the 

night it was the ravenous mozzies that forced all but the hardy indoors. We all spent a warm night and I asked myself “why don’t 

the birds go to sleep!” as their chirping (screeching) continued on. 

 

 

 

Motel Hay& Outback Quarters 

Flying into Hay 
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SATURDAY 12
th

 MARCH 2011 

The morning, bright and very warm took everyone down town 

to the local bakery for breakfast, catering for all from the light 

toasted raison bread to the heart jolting bacon, tomatoes, 

sausages and eggs.  Juices and coffee washed it all down. No 

hassles for the staff at the bakery, and we all left topped up for 

a morning of exploring Hay.                                                               .                                                                                                                                                                             

Walking around the town we saw a few of the gracious 

Heritage buildings and fascinating collection of Museums.          

Others visited the Australian Shearers Hall of Fame for an 

outback experience including a demonstration from a shearer 

on the wonderful art of shearing a very subdued old ewe.   

 

 Later in the morning we all meet up at the airfield and one 

by one all aircraft took to the clear warm sky heading North 

West for a short 45mins flight to Mungo Lodge on the edge 

of the Arumpo Mungo National Park NSW. Mungo Lodge has 

two gravel strips with ample parking behind the lodges and 

from the moment we piled out of our aircraft we just knew 

we were going to be pampered.     

Our bags were whisked away to our rooms and we were invited 

to join up for a cool drink and delicious lunch.    Mungo Lodge is 

certainly five star for the outback with Jacques’ and Catherine 

our hosts having completed extensive renovations even the 

smallest detail was not overlooked.  Our rooms were spacious 

and tastefully decorated and even white fluffy bathrobes and 

slippers awaited us.  The main lodge meeting/dining area is    

spotless with again no detail left out. 

After lunch, the dining room became our general meeting area 

for some quite friendly jousting and reporting on the comings 

and goings of the ICS. Decisions and directives are made while 

the members present are kept up to date from our hard working 

Committee.    Late in the afternoon most us climbed into two 

small buses for a tour of first the visitors centre and woolshed 

etc. The Willandara Lakes Region World Heritage Area, with 

Mungo National Park at its centre, is a system of 17 lakes that 

formed over a period of two million years.   

Mungo Lodge units 

Mungo Landing strip – Notice the water in lake 

Shearers Hall of Fame shearers shed 

Mungo Lodge Units 

Shearing Shed Mungo Nat Park 
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Sadly these lakes dried up around 16,000 years ago 

making it a very special sight for us the few wet areas 

now visible as a result of recent flooding rains.                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Mungo National Park is also home to Australia’s only, and 

the world’s largest, collection of fossilised footprints. 

Dating back to 20,000 BC these footprints bring human 

history to life. Arguably Australia's oldest human skeleton 

was unearthed at Mungo National Park in 1969, making it 

an area of great historical significance.  

  Our guide provided us with insights into the geology and 

anthropology of Mungo while leading us into what is 

known today as the “Walls of China”. Aadaptly named the 

white crescent shaped area of sand dunes stretching over 

30km and weathered walls of clay are indeed worth the 

visit especially as we enjoyed a sunset backdrop with 

Champagne and nibbles. 

Our weariness was not dampened when back at the lodge 

we once again chattered away enjoying each other’s 

company well into the night over a rather late but really 

wonderful dinner.   The short stroll back to our room was lit brightly from the myriad of stars and I am sure all pilots could feel 

the clear morning skies coming on to present perfect flying conditions.  

Sunday 13
th

 March 2011 

 So quiet and so comfy was the night that I could not believe it was the morning. With no urgency to rush away we all continued 

to enjoy the lodge and each other’s company.     By late morning the last aircraft took off for their 

respective directions feeling that once again, it is good to belong to the 

very special, unique and friendly Comanche Society where we can 

meet up every now and again in some great Aussie place  

Thanks to Ken and Gayle Munn, Jeff Wittig and Deanna Knutson for 

planning and arranging this great weekend. 

Irene.Lawson       VH-MMN 

 

 

 

 

 

Didn’t have a hat like that in my day! 

Deanna and the boys with Jacques’ 

Shearers Shed Mungo 

Clay formations look like a piped organ 

Sunset in the dunes Mungo 


